
CREATE YOUR OWN POLITICAL PARTY ESSAY

I will change Welfare by making it easier to aquire and most effective. It will be mandatory that everyone has a check up,
which includes Dentist, Eye Doctor, Physician along with a full body xray, every 6 months. Everyone who joins the army
list gets health insurance and people.

Nowhere does it define political parties or explicitly specify that there should be two dominant parties. So in a
multi-party system political parties and public opinion go hand in hand. These political parties influence
policy by getting their members elected or appointed to government offices. This pressure group is the vehicle
of hopes and aspirations of the individuals in it. Jones documents the overwhelming causes that brought an
end to the Black Panther Party. At this point in the election candidates are fighting to be the nominee for their
political party As a result, no single party can grow despotic or adamant. It may come to power by a slender
majority over the other parties. GPC was highly motivated by observing the West German Green Party, which
overcome great odds to win 27 parliamentary seats. But India has a multi-party system with six national
parties. According to Harold J. Here the similarities end. The Political party development act deals with
providing minimal standards for party operations. It is even easier now, especially in a presidential election
year. The UN development goals aim to to end poverty, fight inequality and injustice, and tackle climate
change by  The Bi-Party System Divides the Country into Two Hostile Camps: It bisects the human nature
into two schools of thought as if the entire people have only two heads or two minds. In an unstable
government the administration is bound to be inefficient and chaotic. Of the Republican Party. The Pew
Research Center of U. The functions of Political parties are to gather up a group of people such as interest
groups or the media. The presidents have been using their executive orders to bypass the Congress from time
to time. In the fourth place, one individual can become a member of as many pressure groups as he likes, but
he cannot be member of more than one political party. Health Care will no longer be a problem to this country.
In fact, they form major objects of intensive study as they are usually the centre of political and social power.
Thus we find that like the Congress I , the Janata Dal also espousing the cause of the backward and depressed
classes and at the same time making a special case for the upliftment of the women. Business Conservatives
differ from Steadfast Conservatives in their positive attitudes toward business and in their strong support for
Wall Street in particular To finish political parties would mean finishing democracy. If these groups were not
organised, the government would have been in the dark and roam in the darkness and beat about the bush. It
creates unstable government: A government in a multi-party system does not last long. A vast majority of the
urban population working in the industries and factories go to form the labour groups. Though these changes
have altered the political battleground over time, rhetoric and communication remains at the heart of politics.


